
Flash Sale
Super Bend is gaining momentum

Super Bend will be offered in Flash Sale on Tuesday, May 7th from 6:00 
PM to 6:30 PM (French Time) on auctav.com. 

Super Bend, a quick learner 
Super Bend (Sommerabend) debuts may not have caught your eye, but for the 
3-year-old gelding, the lesson was profitable. In his next outing in Nîmes, the 
son of Sommerabend grabbed his first podium and repeated the feat over the 
hurdles of Compiègne on April 23 over 2 miles (3200 meters). In six weeks, 
Super Bend has become a performing racehorse and is progressing towards his 
first success on demanding tracks like Compiègne or Auteuil. 

David Cottin, trainer: "He's a good jumper. Super Bend is making consistant 
improvements, not only in training but also through competition. Each race 
allows him to take a real leap forward in terms of maturity and 
professionalism." 

The family of Super Célèbre and Super Alex
Stallion of Super Bend, Sommerabend started the year 2024 with a bang with 
two black-type horses at Compiègne and Auteuil, Charmé Doré and Pistache 
Doré.
Super Bend's dam, Super Nana (Anabaa), is the sister of Prix Noailles (Gr.2) 
winner and dual Group 1-placed Super Célèbre (Peintre Célèbre), as well as 
black-type performers Superman and Super Lina. It is also the family of Super 
Alex (Alex The Winner), winner of the Prix La Barka (Gr.2) over the hurdles at 
Auteuil. Wildenstein bloodlines with international success can be found further in 
the pedigree.
Super Nana is a winner on the flat and is the mother of nine horses that have 
run, all of them earning money. Catch Dream (Alex The Winner) remains the 
most prolific to date with 27 podium finishes, including 11 victories in flat races 
over distances between the mile and 2m4f (1600 and 3000 meters). 

FLASH SALE - TUESDAY, MAY 7 FROM 6:00 PM TO 6:30 PM ON 
AUCTAV.COM


